Bistatic RCS Prediction of Composite Scattering from Electrically Very Large Ship-Sea Geometry with a Hybrid Facet-Based KA and Shadow-Corrected GRECO Scheme
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Abstract—This paper presents a hybrid scheme for fast calculation on the bistatic composite scattering from electrically very large ship-sea geometry at high frequencies. Based on the Kirchhoff approximation (KA), we try to break the large-scale sea surface into myriads of plane facets, then derive the Kirchhoff integration analytically on each individual discretized facet. The analytical expression obtained, so-called the “facet-based Kirchhoff approximation (FBKA)”, is suitable for a quick scattering calculation on the electrically very large sea surface, since it is beyond the intensively refined meshes as the usual Monte Carlo implementation does. Meanwhile, combined with graphical electromagnetic computing method (GRECO) to extract the illuminated and shadow facets in accordance with the incident direction, the conventional physical optics method (PO) is improved by employing current marching technique (CMT) to calculate the currents in the shadow region. The shadow-corrected GRECO is presented in this hybrid model to solve the bistatic scattering from complex and very electrically large perfectly electric conducting (PEC) objects. The accuracy of the shadow-corrected GRECO is confirmed well by exact numerical methods, especially at large scattering angles. The electromagnetic interactions between the ship and sea surface are estimated by the famous “four-path model”, which has been proved to be valid for ship scattering at relatively calm sea state. Several numerical examples have been presented to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed hybrid method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Seeking efficient and accurate solution to the electromagnetic composite scattering from targets on sea surface has attracted much interest [1–5], which has found extensive applications in oceanic communication, radar surveillance and target detection, etc. In the analysis of composite scattering from ship-sea geometries, different numerical methods have been developed in recent years, such as the method of moment (MoM) [6–8], finite element method (FEM) [9] and finite difference time domain (FDTD) [10, 11]. In the most recent advances, iterative forward-backward method (FBM) [12, 13], generalized forward-backward method (GFBM) [14] and generalized forward-backward method (GFBM) combined with the spectrum accelerate algorithm (SAA) [15] have been proposed in succession. All the aforementioned approaches are robust and sufficiently accurate in evaluating the scattering from a two-dimensional (2-D) target on a one-dimensional (1-D) rough sea surface. However, these methods are not appropriate for solving the problem involving a three-dimensional (3-D) target on a 2-D rough sea surface due to the extremely large computational cost.

Since the multilayered media Green’s function was deduced in reference [16], various approaches based on half space Green’s function have been proposed to reduce the computational amounts in evaluating the scattering from ship-like objects on sea surface. Lawrence et al. [17] gave the multilevel
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fast multiple algorithm (MLFMA) analysis for targets on dielectric half space interface. Xie et al. [18, 19] deduced the half space physic optic method (PO) by introducing the half space Green’s function into the conventional physic optic method. Such half space Green’s function based methods implicitly assume that the sea surfaces are infinite dielectric planes. Hence, these methods cannot consider the term of wind speed. When the wind speed is high, rough sea surfaces must be taken into account. Guan et al. [20] evaluated the half space Green’s function on a 2-D PEC rough sea surface with Kirchhoff approximation (KA) method and further combined the method of moment (MoM) with half space Green’s function to calculate the composite scattering from a 3-D object on a 2-D PEC rough sea surface. However, the surface cannot be considered as perfectly electric conducting when the frequency increases to higher than 1 GHz. Moreover, this method still may not be used to treat the scattering from electrically large ship-sea geometry for the tremendous computational cost by using the MoM.

To efficiently analyze the composite scattering from ship-sea model with appropriately dielectric rough sea surface, much effort has been paid to hybrid analytic-numerical algorithms. An electromagnetic wave (EM) scattering model based on a hybrid small perturbation method (SPM)-MoM technique was developed for the study of the EM wave interaction of a conducting object above a rough surface [21]. A hybrid KA-MoM algorithm for computation of scattering from a 3-D PEC target above a dielectric rough surface was given in reference [22, 23]. A KA-MLFMA hybrid algorithm was presented later to accelerate the hybrid KA-MoM algorithm [24]. In the aforementioned hybrid methods, the numerical methods such as SPM and KA are used to solve the scattering from the above objects and the analytic methods such as MoM and MLFMA are employed to evaluate the scattering from the below dielectric rough sea surface. These hybrid algorithms are efficient tools when the incident frequency is low. With the frequency increasing to X band or higher, the ship-like object becomes very electrically large and intractable by using MoM and MLFMA due to the poor rate of convergence and large storage requirement. In the recent literatures, high frequency methods such as shooting and bouncing ray method [25] and iterative physical optics [26] have been used to characterize the scattering from 3-D PEC object-surface geometry with low computational cost. In this case, it is reasonable to introduce high frequency methods into the hybrid analytic-numerical model which is appropriate to deal with the scattering from objects on a dielectric rough sea surface. As straightforward application of geometrical optics (GO) to flat plates and singly curved surfaces will cause difficulties in the solution procedure, it is logical to use the physical optics method (PO) to deal with the scattering from ship-like object. The conventional PO is an efficient and accurate tool to analyze the scattering of objects, but not accurate enough with the bistatic angle (which is the angle between the incident direction and the scattering direction) increases for contributions of shadow regions, especially for the case of large bistatic angles. Similarly, in the high frequency region, the randomly rough sea surface has to be generated electrically large enough, especially for the case of large observation angle (LOA). However, the rough sea surface has to be discretized with an interval distance no more than 0.2λ, where λ is the wavelength of incident wave. Hence, scattering problems of limited profile of sea surface can be treated due to terms of time consumption and memory requirement.

Considering the idea described above, in this paper, a novel hybrid algorithm combining facet-based Kirchhoff approximation (FBKA) and shadow-corrected graphical electromagnetic computing method (GRECO) is proposed to solve the composite bistatic scattering from very electrically large ship-sea geometry in high frequency region. In the research realm of rough surface scattering problems, the Kirchhoff solution is one of the most popular techniques to wave scattering from random surfaces [27, 28], and has been widely used to sea surface scattering [29, 30]. A relatively simple analytical expression of Kirchhoff solution was given by Ulaby [28]. It is convenient to use the Ulaby’s equation since it removes the dependence on surface gradients by using the stationary-phase approximation during the analytical manipulation. The equation can lead to the far-field from rough surface scattering by using the height information of the meshed surface points. However, due to the presence of the highly oscillatory integral kernel, it needs to mesh the surface by 0.2λ at least during the Monte Carlo implementations, which significantly reduces the time efficiency. Since the Kirchhoff solution is based on the tangent plane approximation, we try to break the large-scale sea surface into myriads of plane facets, then derive the Ogilvy’s integration analytically on each individual discretized facet. The analytical expression obtained, so-called the “facet-based Kirchhoff approximation (FBKA)”, is suitable for a quick scattering calculation on the electrically very large sea surface, since it is beyond the intensively refined meshes.
during the usual Monte Carlo implementation of the conventional KA. For the bistatic scattering of object at high frequencies, a hybrid method based on GRECO and current marching technique (CMT) is presented in this paper. Combined with GRECO to extract the illuminated and shadow facets in accordance with the incident direction, the conventional physical optics method (PO) is improved by employing CMT to calculate the currents in the shadow region. The demonstrated hybrid method for object can be implemented with an iterative procedure. The required number of iterations is small and does not depend on the complexity or dimension of objects. The CPU time of iterative procedure is of order \( N^2 \). These advantages imply that complex and very large objects are still tractable. Numerical results are presented and discussed in detail showing the efficiency and accuracy of this hybrid algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the basic formulas of the demonstrated hybrid scheme based on facet-based KA and shadow-corrected GRECO is described in detail. In Section 3, simulation results are given to validate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed hybrid algorithm, and In Section 4 conclusions and discussions are reported.

2. FORMULATION

2.1. Facet-based Kirchhoff Approximation (FBKA)

In deterministic Monte Carlo simulation, the sea surface is envisaged as a profile approximately decomposed by a mount of plane facets. The large-scale sea profiles are generated efficiently by the statistical wave model [31] on the basis of the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) sea spectrum [32]. To clarify the scattering problem, firstly we establish the coordinate system on the rough surface as illustrated in Figure 1 and define \( \tilde{k}^- = \hat{k}_s - \hat{k}_i \), \( A = k^-_X \), \( B = k^-_y \), \( C = k^-_z \)

\[
\tilde{k}^- = \hat{k}_s - \hat{k}_i, \quad A = k^-_X, \quad B = k^-_y, \quad C = k^-_z \tag{1}
\]

According to the mathematical statement of the formula by Stratton and Chu, the vector formulation of the Kirchhoff scattering field from a surface can be written as follows [28],

\[
E^{s}_{pq}(\hat{k}_s, \hat{k}_i) = -jk \frac{e^{-jkR}}{4\pi R} \tilde{k}_s \times \iint_{S} \left[ \hat{n} \times \hat{E} - \eta \hat{n} \times (\hat{n} \times \hat{H}) \right] e^{jk(\tilde{k}_s - \tilde{k}_i) \cdot \hat{r}} dS 
\tag{2}
\]

\( p, q = h, v \) denote the polarizations of scattering and incident wave respectively. A analytic solution has been obtained from (2) with additional simplifying assumptions, so called the stationary-phase approximation (SPA), which assumes that scattering can occur only along directions for which there are specular points on the surface.

Considering that the surface is illuminated by a unit planer wave, the scattering field by SPA is,

\[
E^{s}_{pq}(\hat{k}_s, \hat{k}_i) = -jk \frac{e^{-jkR}}{4\pi R} \iint_{S} \left\{ \right. e^{jk(\tilde{k}_s - \tilde{k}_i) \cdot \hat{r}} \left\} dS
\tag{3}
\]

![Figure 1. Geometry of sea surface scattering problem with FBKA.](image-url)
where $S_{pq}^{SPA}$ is polarization-dependent coefficient [28].

$$S_{hh}^{SPA} = \gamma \left[ \rho_{0v} \left( \hat{h}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i \right) \left( \hat{h}_i \cdot \hat{k}_s \right) + \rho_{0h} \left( \hat{v}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i \right) \left( \hat{v}_i \cdot \hat{k}_s \right) \right]$$

(4)

$$S_{hv}^{SPA} = \gamma \left[ \rho_{0v} \left( \hat{h}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i \right) \left( \hat{v}_i \cdot \hat{k}_s \right) + \rho_{0h} \left( \hat{h}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i \right) \left( \hat{h}_i \cdot \hat{k}_s \right) \right]$$

(5)

$$S_{hv}^{SPA} = \gamma \left[ \rho_{0v} \left( \hat{h}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i \right) \left( \hat{v}_i \cdot \hat{k}_s \right) - \rho_{0h} \left( \hat{v}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i \right) \left( \hat{h}_i \cdot \hat{k}_s \right) \right]$$

(6)

$$S_{eh}^{SPA} = \gamma \left[ \rho_{0v} \left( \hat{v}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i \right) \left( \hat{h}_i \cdot \hat{k}_s \right) - \rho_{0h} \left( \hat{h}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i \right) \left( \hat{v}_i \cdot \hat{k}_s \right) \right]$$

(7)

$\gamma = k^{-\left(|C|/\left[\left(\left(\hat{h}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i\right)^2 + \left(\hat{v}_s \cdot \hat{k}_i\right)^2\right)kC\right]\right)}$, $\rho_{0v}$ and $\rho_{0h}$ are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for vertical and horizontal polarization respectively; $\hat{h}_s$, $\hat{v}_s$ and $\hat{h}_i$, $\hat{v}_i$ are the polarization vectors of scattering and incident waves.

The integration in (2) can be evaluated directly by using the height information of the meshed surface points. However, due to the presence of the highly oscillatory integral kernel, it needs to mesh the surface by $0.2 \lambda$ (the wavelength of incident wave) at least during the Monte Carlo implementations. In this case, discretization of sea surface will cause extremely large computational burden. This kind of direct Monte Carlo implementation is involved as the “Conventional KA” in the description of this paper.

According to the Kirchhoff solution, the scattering field from each rough facet on sea surface is calculated on the basis of the tangent plane approximation, which assumes that the main contribution is from the tangent plane on the specular point. Therefore the sea surface is discretized with a sequence of dielectric planar facets and the scattering field of each facet is determined by its local incident angular and slope. To analyze the scattering from any individual facet more conveniently, we establish another coordinate as illustrated in Figure 1. With a simple application of KA method to individual facet, the scattering of any facet can be given analytically as:

$$E_{pq}^{\text{facet}} \left( \hat{k}_s, \hat{k}_i \right) = -j k \frac{e^{-jkR}}{4\pi R} S_{pq}^{SPA} I$$

(8)

where

$$I = e^{jk[Ax_0+By_0+Cz_0]} \int \int e^{jk[Ax+By+C(Z_x x, Z_y y)]} dx dy$$

$$= e^{jk[Ax_0+By_0+Cz_0]} \Delta x \Delta y \text{sinc} \left( k \frac{\Delta x}{2} X_1 \right) \text{sinc} \left( k \frac{\Delta y}{2} X_2 \right)$$

(9)

and

$$X_1 = A + CZ_x$$

(10)

$$X_2 = A + CZ_y$$

(11)

$(x_0, y_0, z_0)$, $Z_x$ and $Z_y$ are the center and slopes along $x$ and $y$ directions of each facet respectively. It should be pointed out that, when calculate $S_{pq}^{SPA}$ on a tilted facet, the Fresnel reflection coefficient $\rho_{0v}$ and $\rho_{0h}$ used should be determinate by the local incident angles. Therefore, the scattering of sea $E_{sea}$ can be easily obtained by summing up the contributions of all individual facets. With the demonstrated facet-based KA, the surface can be discretized with an interval distance more than $1.5\lambda$, which implies that the demonstrated algorithm can save tremendous CPU time and memory requirement.

### 2.2. Shadow-Corrected Greco

#### 2.2.1. Bistatic Scattering in Illuminated Region

In this section, shadow-corrected graphical electromagnetic computing method (GRECO) [33] is presented to calculate the bistatic scattering of ship-like objects at high frequencies. The geometry of shadow-corrected GRECO for bistatic scattering is illustrated in Figure 2. Consider the idea that the GRECO can automatically and quickly eliminate the shadow regions, leading to advantages of little cost, high precision and not varying with complexity and dimensions of objects. In this paper,
combined with GRECO to extract the illuminated and shadow facets in accordance with the incident
direction by displaying lists technology of OpenGL, the scattering from illuminated region is analyzed
by physical optics method (PO) accelerated by GRECO. Meanwhile, the scattering from shadow region
are calculated by using current marching technique to eliminate the error of bistatic scattering obtained
by the direct application of PO to objects.

To deal with the complex electrically large object, it is reasonable to assume that the incident
frequency is sufficiently high so that the corresponding wavelength is small compared to the physical
dimensions of the object. Combining the high frequency theory and the proper boundary conditions,
we can evaluate the appropriate surface currents by applying physical optics approximations over the
illuminated surface.

$$J(\vec{r}') \approx 2\hat{n} \times H_i$$

(12)

where $\hat{n}$ is the outward surface unit normal and $H_i$ is the polarization unit vectors for incident magnetic
field.

Applying the far-field approximation to the electric field integral equation and discretizing the
surface of object, the scattered field of illuminated region can be obtained as the following expression:

$$E_{sl} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{jk}{2\pi} \exp\left(-\frac{jkr}{r}\right) \hat{s} \times \left[ \hat{s} \times \left( \hat{n} \times \hat{h}_i \right) \right] \exp \left[ jk (\hat{s} - \hat{i}) \cdot \vec{r}' \right] \Delta s_n$$

(13)

where $E_{sl}$ is the scattered field due to the illuminated facet’s surface, $N$ is the number of illuminated
facets, $K$ is the wave number of free space, $\hat{c}_i$ and $\hat{h}_i$ are the polarization unit vectors for incident
electric and magnetic fields respectively, $\hat{i}$ and $\hat{s}$ are the incident and scattered propagation unit vectors
respectively. Note that the surface integral is only integrated over the illuminated region.

2.2.2. Bistatic Scattering in Shadow Region

To obtain an accurate bistatic scattering of a complex and very electrically large object, the scattering
from shadow region cannot be ignored. In this paper, the scattering from shadow region is treated
by employing current marching technique (CMT), which requires very limited additional computational
cost.

Based on the dual surface integral equation, current marching technique [34] evaluates the currents
of shadow facets uniquely by a Gauss-Seidel iteration, which calculate successive induced currents with
local operators forward and backward relative to the direction of the incident wave until convergence is
achieved. These local operators are defined as:

$$J_N(r) = 2n \times h_i + 2n \times \sum_{j=1}^{N} J(\vec{r}_j') \times \int_{s_j} \text{grad}_{\vec{r}'} \left( G(\vec{r}, \vec{r}') \right) dS(\vec{r}')$$

(14)
As illustrated in Figure 3, the forward and backward iterations are implemented by applying these local operators repeatedly to points with increasing and decreasing ranges, respectively. The currents are updated at successive ranges, replaced by the currents induced by the new magnetic field values before that range (or after the range) and the old field values after that range (or before that range), corresponding to the forward operators and backward operators respectively.

In the high frequency region, the currents mainly distribute on the illuminated region and the currents on the shadow region are very small. Based on the conventional high frequency method, however, the currents on the shadow region are assumed to be zero. In this case, the currents on the illuminated region can be regarded as reradiating a secondary electromagnetic wave and the currents on the shadow region can be appropriately regarded as coupling contributions of the currents on the illuminated region.

$$J(r) = 2n \times \sum_{j=1}^{N} J(r_j) \times \int_{S_j} \text{grad}_r (G(r,r')) \, dS(r')$$  

(15)

Substituting (15) into (13) and summing up the contributions from all discretized cells on the shadow region, the scattered electric field of the shadow region $E_{sd}$ can be easily obtained.

The advantages of the shadow-corrected GRECO are described as follows. The required number of iterations is small and does not depend on the complexity or dimension of object. The CPU time of iterative procedure is of order $N^2$. These advantages indicate that complex and very electrically large objects are still tractable. In order to balance the efficiency and the accuracy, a single forward iteration is implemented simply.

It should be pointed out that conventional physical optics method (PO) is an accurate tool for calculation of monostatic scattering in the high frequency region. However, the calculation error of conventional PO in evaluating the bistatic scattering will increases with the bistatic angle (which is the angle between the incident direction and the scattering direction) increasing from 0° to 180°.

Considering the idea described above, as a single forward iteration is implemented, it is necessary to introduce a corrected factor $|\sin(\theta_{bistatic}/2)|$ to correct the scattered field from shadow region.

Hence, the bistatic RCS of a ship-like object can be calculated appropriately.

$$E_{ship} = E_{sl} + E_{sd} |\sin\left(\frac{\theta_{bistatic}}{2}\right)|$$  

(16)
2.3. Composite Scattering of Ship-Sea Model

The composite scattering of ship-sea model includes the contributions from the objects, the sea, and the coupling between them.

\[
\sigma = 4\pi \lim_{R \to \infty} R^2 \left| E_{\text{sea}} + E_{\text{ship}} + E_{\text{couple}} \right|^2 / \left| E_{\text{in}} \right|^2
\]

(17)

Calculation of \(E_{\text{sea}}\) and \(E_{\text{ship}}\) have been solved in the previous parts in this paper. Due to the critical requirement of memory and CPU time for the accurately iterative evaluation of interactions between the ship and the sea, the four-path model [35] has been proved to consider the primary scattering mechanisms and is regarded as one of the most efficient schemes. The four-path model can be further simplified with a quasi-image method.

Figure 4 shows the mechanisms of the four-path model combined with a quasi-image method. It can be seen that the coupling scattered fields consists of three components corresponding to path 2–4.

\[
E_{\text{couple}} = E_{\text{second}} + E_{\text{second}} + E_{\text{third}}
\]

(18)

where \(E_{\text{second}}\) denotes the scattering contribution of the second target-surface interaction, \(E_{\text{so}}\) denotes the scattering contribution of the second surface-target interaction and \(E_{\text{sos}}\) denotes the scattering contribution of the third target-surface-target interaction.

Combined with the quasi-image method, the solution of the coupling scattering contribution can be further simplified by utilizing image radars and image objects to simulate the electromagnetic wave reflection on the dielectric rough sea, only with a coherent reflection coefficient \(r\) which has been given in reference [36].

\[
E_{\text{couple}} = r E_{\text{ship}} + r E_{\text{ship}} + r^2 E_{\text{ship}}
\]

(19)

where \(E_{\text{ship}}\) represents the scattering contribution from ship; the term \(i'\) and \(s'\) in the subscripts represent the mirror image direction of the incident \(i\) and the scattering direction \(s\) respectively.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed hybrid algorithm, numerical examples are given in this section. The sea surface is generated with Monte Carlo method by Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) wave spectrum. 10 randomly generated sea surface realizations are sampled for each simulation. In the following simulations, except for special declaration, the configurations of simulations are set as shown in Table 1. Only TM (vertically polarization) polarized case is considered due to the limited length of paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident wave</th>
<th>Sea surface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Elevation angle (\theta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 GHz</td>
<td>40°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note that \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of incident wave)
To better validate the facet-based Kirchhoff approximation (FBKA), we carry out the comparison on a planar domain firstly. The scattering of a $20\lambda \times 20\lambda$ perfectly electric conducting plane are calculated with different algorithms. To analyze the scattering of plane by using the FBKA, assume that the $20\lambda \times 20\lambda$ plane is a facet. As illustrated in Figure 5(a), the scattering obtained by a direct application of FBKA to the plane shows a good agreement with the ones obtained by the software FEKO using the physical optics method (PO) (discretized by $0.125\lambda$). However, we cannot obtain an accurate scattering by conventional KA when the plane is discretized by $0.625\lambda$ and $1.25\lambda$, which verifies the efficiency of FBKA. Note that the error in the scattering of plane increases with increasing interval distance of discretization. Furthermore, the real and imaginary parts of the electric field at a distance of 500\(\lambda\) are shown in Figure 5(b), and the results calculated by the direct application of FBKA to the plane and by FEKO using physical optics method (discretized by $0.125\lambda$) prove that there is no error in the phase of scattering by the demonstrated FBKA compared with the physical optics method.

It is of interest to use the proposed facet-based Kirchhoff approximation (FBKA) to calculate the bistatic scattering of a sea surface, compared to the direct application of conventional PO. For these examples, the wind speed is $5$ m/s; the sea surface is discretized with equal intervals at $1.5625\lambda$ and at $0.09765625\lambda$ corresponding to FBKA and conventional KA respectively; the frequencies of incident wave are $0.5$ GHz and $10$ GHz respectively in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). Note that the results obtained by the FBKA show a good agreement with the ones obtained by conventional KA in a wide frequency band. However, it should be pointed out that the results obtained by conventional KA are obviously

**Figure 5.** Validation of facet-based KA in a planar domain. (a) RCS. (b) Electric field.

**Figure 6.** Comparison between facet-based KA and conventional KA for bistatic scattering of sea surface. (a) Frequency = $0.5$ GHz. (b) Frequency = $10$ GHz.
wrong when the surface is discretized by $1.5625\lambda$. As illustrated by case 1 in Table 2, the memory requirement and time consumption for the demonstrated FBKA are only 1.9% and 2.2% of those for conventional KA, respectively.

Figure 7 illustrates the wind speed impact on the bistatic scattering of rough sea surface by using facet-based KA. It is found that with the wind speed increasing from 5 m/s to 15 m/s, the bistatic scattering in the specular direction will decrease, and the back scattering will increase. The results are reasonable as the diffused scattering of sea surface will be stronger with the wind speed increasing.

To verify the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed shadow-corrected graphical electromagnetic computing method (GRECO), a sphere and a flare (ship-like geometry) are chosen as two typical examples to be simulated. The geometries are illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively. For

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Incident frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>CPU time (s)</th>
<th>Memory (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5 and 10.0</td>
<td>Facet-based KA</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional KA</td>
<td>25595</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>Shadow-corrected GRECO (for sphere)</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MLFMA (for sphere)</td>
<td>3182</td>
<td>1113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shadow-corrected GRECO (for flare)</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MLFMA (for flare)</td>
<td>5224</td>
<td>1059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Facet-based KA + shadow-corrected GRECO</td>
<td>4974</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional KA + MLFMA</td>
<td>28366</td>
<td>1577.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Wind speed impact on bistatic scattering of rough sea surface.

Figure 8. Geometry of sphere.

Figure 9. Geometry of flare.
these examples, both the sphere and flare are discretized by 0.33\lambda and 0.125\lambda corresponding to shadow-corrected GRECO and multilevel fast multiple algorithm (MLFMA) respectively. The elevation angle $\theta$ of incident wave is 0°. It can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11 that the results obtained with the proposed shadow-corrected GRECO agree well with the ones evaluated by using MLFMA. As shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11, in the direction of backscattering, the scattering of both sphere and flare obtained by conventional physical optics method (PO) agree well with the ones obtained by MLFMA as the contributions of currents in the illuminated region dominate the monostatic scattering at high frequencies. The impact of the currents in the shadow region is weak. However, in other directions, there is obvious difference between the results obtained by conventional PO and MLFMA due to the contributions of currents in the shadow region. Considering the contribution of current in shadow region, the results obtained with the proposed shadow-corrected GRECO agree well with the ones evaluated by using MLFMA.

However, as illustrated by case 2 in Table 2, for the geometry of sphere, the memory requirement and CPU time by using shadow-corrected GRECO are only 8.2% and 33.1% of those by MLFMA, respectively; for the geometry of flare, the memory requirement and CPU time by using shadow-corrected GRECO are only 1.9% and 27.7% of those by GRECO, respectively. It can be concluded that the demonstrated method can cut down the memory requirement and time consumption greatly.
compared to MLFMA.

As illustrated in Figure 13, the bistatic scattering of the PEC geometry in Figure 12 obtained by the hybrid four-path method and shadow-corrected GRECO agrees well with the one using MLFMA. We reach the conclusion that shadow-corrected GRECO can give the accurate scattering of objects, so it can be concluded that the four-path method can give sufficiently accurate scattering of coupling interactions between ship and rough sea surface, and the four-path method is reasonable.

For validating the demonstrated hybrid facet-based Kirchhoff approximation (FBKA) and shadow-corrected GRECO scheme, the composite scatterings of an \(8\lambda \times 8\lambda \times 8\lambda\) cube on a rough sea surface obtained by the novel hybrid scheme are compared with those by a hybrid conventional KA and method of moment (MoM) (accelerated by MLFMA). For these examples, the wind speeds are 3 m/s and 5 m/s, respectively in Figure 14(a) and Figure 14(b). The sea surface and the cube are discretized with the same intervals as in Figure 6 and Figure 8, respectively. Considering the critical requirement of memory and CPU time by using MLFMA, the frequency is set at 1 GHz. Firstly the results obtained by the demonstrated hybrid method show good agreement with the results by using a hybrid conventional KA and MoM (accelerated by MLFMA) algorithm. In addition, as shown in Figure 14(a), a peak back scattering of the comprehensive geometry is located around \(-40^\circ\) due to the strong interactions between the ship-like object and sea surface when the wind speed is low at 3 m/s. The ship and rough sea surface are combined into a dihedral structure, However, when the wind speed increases to 5 m/s in Figure 14(b), the specular scattering of sea surface decreases, and the diffuse scattering of sea surface increases, making the interactions between the ship-like object and sea surface weak. There is no peak value of the backscattering meaning that the object is masked by the roughened sea surface, which is logical.

The memory requirement and time consumption using the novel hybrid method are only 5.5% and 17.5% of those by a hybrid conventional KA and MoM (accelerated by MLFMA) scheme respectively as shown in case 3 in Table 2, which indicates that the novel hybrid scheme can cut down the computational cost significantly.

The last example is a ship located on an \(80\ m \times 80\ m\) rough sea surface depicted in Figure 15. The configurations of this simulation list as follows: the incident frequency is 10 GHz, the elevation angle \(\theta = 40^\circ\), the azimuth angle \(\phi = 0^\circ\); 10 randomly generated sea surface realizations are sampled, the wind speed is 3 m/s, the sea surface is meshed by 0.3125 meter. From Figure 16, it can be found that all the backscattering in the direction from \(-90^\circ\) to \(0^\circ\) is enhanced greatly and two peaks are located around \(-10^\circ\) and \(-70^\circ\) due to the strong coupling interactions between ship and sea. The forward scattering is mainly determined by the scattering of sea surface, except for the specular direction where the bistatic scattering of the ship at high frequency is large enough to dominate the composite scattering.
To further validate the novel hybrid scheme, considering the idea in reference [37], a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image of the comprehensive ship-sea geometry for $HH$ polarization is given in Figure 17. The incident frequency remains 10 GHz; the bandwidth of the base band is 50 MHz; the elevation angle $\theta$ of incident wave is $60^\circ$ and other parameters are the same as in Figure 16. The ship can be clearly seen from the background of sea surface validating the accuracy of the novel scheme again.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the most popular four-path method, a novel hybrid facet-based KA and shadow-corrected GRECO method is presented in this paper to evaluate the bistatic composite scattering from electrically very large ship-sea geometry at high frequencies. To obtain a quick solution of scattering problem from the electrically very large sea surface, we derive the Ogilvy's integration analytically on each individual discretized facet and give the analytical expression of facet-based Kirchhoff approximation which beyond the intensively refined meshes during the usual Monte Carlo implementation of the conventional KA. The FBKA can significantly cut down the memory requirement and CPU time compared to conventional KA. Combined with GRECO to extract the illuminated and shadow facets in accordance with the incident direction, a hybrid algorithm based on conventional physical optics method for the illuminated region and current marching technique for the shadow region is presented to accurately solve the bistatic scattering from complex and electrically very large PEC objects, especially for the case of large scattering angles. Promising results demonstrate that this hybrid method can accurately and efficiently evaluate the bistatic composite scattering of electrically very large ship-sea geometry.
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